
CONSULTING

HEALTHCARE SECURITY & SAFETY



ENSURING SAFETY 
IN HEALTHCARE  
REQUIRES BALANCING  
STAFFING, TRAINING  
AND SYSTEMS.  
WE HAVE A FEW IDEAS  
FOR THAT.

Recognizing there is no “one size fits all”  

security solution in healthcare, HSS offers 

several assessment tools delivered by a team of  

healthcare security professionals. Regardless the 

size, location or complexity of an organization, 

HSS security professionals can assess the current 

status of a security program while creating a 

longer-term security master plan that meets  

the community standard. 

Whether it’s a focused or comprehensive  

assessment, HSS has the experience and data 

to support evidence-based healthcare security 

solutions. Our services include:

SAFETY

SYSTEMS

STAFFING TRAINING



Comprehensive or Focused  

Security Assessment

HSS draws from years of experience and relevant data to help 

organizations evaluate their healthcare security programs. From 

staffing, environmental design and staff training, to the use of 

security technology, HSS evaluates an organization’s ability to 

create a safe care and work environment. HSS applies the same 

proven, risk-based approach to the entire organization or a single 

high-risk practice.

Behavioral Health Physical Safety  

Risk Assessment

Today, all healthcare facilities, both new or existing, are required 

to meet comprehensive accreditation standards to ensure 

that risks to patient safety are minimized. The purpose of this 

assessment is to provide an objective evaluation of threats to 

patients (and staff) within this unique healthcare environment. 

The final deliverable identifies areas of opportunity and provides 

prioritized guidance through a Corrective Action Plan.

Security Master Planning

An effective healthcare security master plan is about creating a 

“long term” solution. HSS helps organizations build master plans 

that optimize staffing, training, systems and evolving technology. 

Master planning prioritizes improvements, utilizes resources 

responsibly and provides a path to achieve and maintain security 

goals over time.

Healthcare Security Design

Perhaps the industry’s most overlooked security consideration 

concerns the design of the physical environment. HSS can help 

you build a safer facility from the ground up with informed 

healthcare security design ideas that are changing the way 

organizations and architects envision work environments. Our 

team of healthcare security professionals helps you create 

physical spaces that enhance safety, while avoiding costly 

redesign years down the road.



OVERVIEW

Today’s healthcare environment is ever-changing 

and so are the security risks organizations are 

confronted with. It is difficult for organizations 

to assess the quality and impact of their own 

healthcare security program when their point of 

reference lacks an informed outside perspective.

That’s where we come in.

Our healthcare security professionals are routinely 

exposed to industry change and meaningful data 

from hundreds of active healthcare security programs. 

HSS can help your organization achieve impactful 

operational improvements while decreasing risk 

and creating safer work environments.

With a 50-year history of building successful 

healthcare security solutions, HSS has the longevity 

and the innovative track record you seek in a 

business relationship. We offer you unparalleled, 

world–class service from a professional team that 

acts in the best interests of our customers. Our 

comprehensive and ground-breaking healthcare 

security services have earned HSS the reputation  

as “industry leader.”  

More information about HSS Consulting  

can be found at hss-us.com.

securityconsulting@hss-us.com 

877.477.9557
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